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It has been well recognized in the past that an anechoic termination, which can e!ectively
eliminate the re#ective acoustic wave, is required for measurement of exhaust gas pulsation
from engines or machinery. In academic environment, the acoustic termination on the
exhaust line can be well controlled by appropriate treatment. However, it is not unusual in
practical industrial applications that the anechoic termination is not available. Therefore,
a theoretical investigation was performed in order to understand the impact on the gas
pulsation measurement without an anechoic termination. A simpli"ed model of an exhaust
line with di!erent acoustic terminations was analyzed by both analytical and experimental
approaches. Both one-microphone and two-microphone measurement methods, which are
commonly used, were evaluated. The results clearly demonstrate that without an anechoic
termination, the variations of the measurements will be substantial due to the re#ective
acoustic wave, as has been argued for years in the industry.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Similar to the exhaust gas noise from the auto engine, the gas pulsation originating from the
machinery has been an important quality index for the product because it may create noise
or interact with the whole piping system. More and more customers prefer to buy products
with low exhaust gas pulsation. In order to provide customers accurate gas pulsation
information of a certain product, an industrial measurement speci"cation has to be
identi"ed. However, the appropriate measurement methods to obtain consistent gas
pulsation measurement data have been disputed in the positive displacement machinery
industry for years [1].

The anechoic termination has been recognized as a standardized termination for gas
pulsation measurement for a long time [2, 3]. It can be generally achieved by careful
treatments such as long exhaust tubing, absorption materials or horn shaped pipes in
academic- or research-type experiments [4}10]. But the situation is often encountered in
the industrial applications that an anechoic termination may not be available. For example,
in the refrigeration compressor industry, it is di$cult to control the acoustical impedance in
the suction or discharge lines of the regular testing facility in the factory environment,
especially for a mass production quality audit program. It has been noticed that the exhaust
gas pulsation data measured in practical applications without quali"ed anechoic
termination could vary dramatically due to the acoustic wave re#ected by the non-anechoic
termination in the piping system. Because this is a speci"c concern to industry only,
sCurrently a$liated with Structural Dynamics, Hughes Space and Communications, El Segundo, CA, U.S.A.
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academic researchers often neglected the importance of this topic in the past as a result of
which very limited literature is available. Nowadays, this problem becomes more serious
when the International Standard Organization (ISO) is trying to standardize the industrial
measurement technique. Therefore, a study was conducted and supported by the related
industrial community to understand the discrepancies of the non-anechoic termination
measurement methods. Some theoretical discussion of both anechoic and non-anechoic
terminations on mathematical modelling of gas pulsation has been reported in references
[11, 12]. But unfortunately, the in#uence of the non-anechoic termination on the practical
measurement has not been thoroughly discussed as yet, nor has any experiment been
implemented to support the conclusion in references [11, 12]. In this investigation, an
analysis approach similar to that reported in references [11, 12] will then be followed.

The gas pulsation exhausted from the engine or machinery is often a!ected by the exhaust
piping line length and the termination impedance of the adjacent system or the testing
stand. The abrupt termination or discontinuation induces the re#ection wave travelling
back to the source. Unlike the automobile, whose exhaust line terminates in the
atmosphere, the termination acoustic impedance for machinery is particularly di$cult to
control because it varies with regard to not only the systems connected to the machine but
also the machine operating conditions. With an anechoic termination, the gas pulsation
measurements by single microphone or pressure transducer will be inherently very
consistent at a certain machine running condition because there is no re#ection wave
superposed on the outgoing incident wave. The single pressure measurement is primarily
used in the machinery industry [2, 3]. Another popular measurement technique is the
so-called two-microphone method. This two-microphone method has been used for a long
time to measure the acoustical intensity [13, 14] and the mu%er transmission loss [15]. It
can also be used to decompose the incident and re#ected waves [16]. Intuitively, this
method may obtain a consistent result of the incident gas pulsation wave even without an
anechoic termination. Unfortunately, both single-microphone and two-microphone
methods will not have consistent measurement results without a proper anechoic
termination, as will be demonstrated later in this paper.

The manifold system from the valve or port of the machinery cylinder to the entrance of
the exhaust piping line usually consists of tubing, cavity and/or mu%er(s) and can be viewed
as a kind of &&mu%er'' as a whole (see Figure 1). Therefore, without losing generality,
a mu%er reported in reference [8] can represent a gas management system inside any
machine for modelling purpose. It is usually assumed that for the positive displacement
machine the exhausted #ow rate from the valve or port at a certain operating condition
remains constant whatever the output condition in the exhaust piping line is [17}19]. In
general, this is true because #ow back to the cylinder(s) through the valve or port is
inhibited due to the large pressure di!erence across the valve or port.

A model as shown in Figure 1 was used to simulate the gas management system from
machine valve or port to the testing stand or adjacent system. All the components were
picked such that a simple one-dimensional (1-D) acoustic wave theory in terms of four pole
parameters [15, 17, 18] could be used for analysis. The "rst part of the investigation was to
demonstrate the basic characteristics of the gas pulsation measurement by either single- or
two-microphone method from both theory and experiment. The second part was then to
simulate the measurement results of this gas management system by this simple model while
the exhaust line lengths, damping treatments in the piping line, and output impedances at
the testing stand or attaching system vary. Finally, the peak-to-peak pulsating pressure
from the machine measured by the single pressure transducer, which is widely used in the
refrigeration compressor industry [2], with a "nite length exhaust line and a non-anechoic
termination was calculated and compared to the case with an anechoic termination.



Figure 1. Schematic illustration of mu%er bench test set-up and its corresponding gas path in a typical machine.
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2. THEORETICAL BASIS

First of all, the theory used in this study will be reviewed brie#y following references
[11, 12].

2.1. FOUR POLE PARAMETERS

A gas cavity can be represented by the following format in the frequency domain [18]:
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are the input volume velocity and acoustic pressure, Q
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are the output

volume velocity and acoustic pressure. A, B, C, D are the so-called four pole parameters for
a particular gas cavity. The 1-D model is usually used for modelling a long pipe or mu%er
element, whose cross-sectional dimension is small compared to the shortest wavelength of
interest. The four pole parameters of the 1-D model with constant cross-section are [17, 18]
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A
0

is the cross-sectional area of the cavity, c"mJu/(2cd)#j(u/c), m the damping ratio,
d the diameter of the cavity, and ¸ the length of this cavity. o and c are the gas density and
speed of sound, u represents the frequency.

2.2. NORMALIZED OUTPUT ACOUSTIC PRESSURE

2.2.1. Anechoic termination

If the termination in the exhaust piping line is anechoic with output impedance Z"oc/S
d

[17, 18], the transfer function between the input volume velocity and output acoustic
pressure of a gas cavity is obtained
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where S
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is the cross-sectional area of the exhaust pipe. However, the output acoustic or
pulsating pressure can be further normalized as
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based on the assumption that the volume #ow rate (velocity) from the valve or port of
a particular positive displacement machine at a certain operating condition is constant.
This normalized variable is very convenient for the analysis and will be frequently used in
this study.

There is a short distance between the output of the mu%er and the location of the "rst
microphone as shown in Figure 1. The four poles of this section can be obtained from
equations (2)}(5) as well. The corrected four pole parameters between the mu%er input and
the "rst microphone location can then be calculated by simple matrix manipulation:
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where the subscripts M and l represent the mu%er itself and the tube section between the
output of the mu%er and the "rst microphone respectively.

2.2.2. Single microphone method

If the mu%er or say the machine is attached to a "nite length exhaust line with an output
impedance Z in the testing stand or adjacent system as shown in Figure 1, the four poles of
the exhaust line itself can be still modelled by the 1-D linear acoustic theory (equations
(2)}(5)). Therefore, the normalized acoustic pressure can be derived as [11, 12]
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where the subscript d represents the "nite length exhaust line. A
d
, B

d
, C

d
, and D

d
are the four

pole parameters of the exhaust line ¸
d
. This equation represents the gas pulsation measured

by the single-microphone or pressure transducer method without an anechoic termination.
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2.2.3. ¹heoretical incident wave

It was suspected that the incident wave in the exhaust line subjected to the same input
#ow rate might always remain the same regardless of the pipe length and output impedance.
It is potentially a candidate of acoustical property to be measured in mass production audit
programs. The incident wave can be calculated directly from the theory. Again, the relation
of the mu%er output and input is as illustrated in equation (1). The acoustical pressure in
the exhaust line consists of the incident and re#ective waves,
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where the subscripts &&#' and &&!'' stand for the incident and re#ective directions
respectively. Therefore, the output volume velocity can be rewritten as [20]
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Since the representation of normalized output volume velocity can be obtained by the same
way as equation (9),
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the normalized incident acoustic pressure is then derived from equations (9) through (12)
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2.2.4. ¹wo-microphone method

If the normalized acoustic pressures measured by both microphones 1 and 2 in Figure
1 in terms of incident and re#ective waves are
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where k"u/c is the wave number, P*
2

and P*
2`D can be obtained by either equation (9) or

experiment. The incident normalized acoustic wave becomes
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3. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The experimental approach was used to verify the theory. The experimental set-up
simulating a typical positive displacement machinery without losing generality is shown in
Figure 1, basically following the transfer function measurement technique reported in
reference [4]. A piston at the cavity entrance was attached to a dynamic shaker to generate
sound, which simulates the pulse input from the machinery cylinder head. The acceleration
of this oscillating piston was measured and then the input volume velocity was obtained by
integration. The mu%er was used to simulate the gas path between the gas pulsation source
from the machinery cylinder head and the exit of the machinery. Two microphones were
installed at the exit of the cavity to measure the output acoustic pressure. Therefore, the



Figure 2. Comparison of normalized pulsating pressure from both theory and experiment for a discharge pipe
length ¸

d
"15)24 m. (*) One microphone method (theory); () ) )) Two microphone method (theory); (} ) } ) ) One

microphone method (experiment); (}}}) Two microphone method (experiment).
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transfer function between the output acoustic pressure and input volume velocity or the
normalized pulsating pressure was measured by either the single- or two-microphone
method. Either a very long exhaust pipe, which simulated the anechoic termination, or
a "nite length tube was used. The medium used here was air at room temperature
(o"1)21 kg/m3, c"343 m/s). The dimensions used were ¸

M
"0)072 m, D

M
"0)070 m,

D
d
"0)011 m, and ¸

l
"0)013 m.

4. CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION

4.1. ANECHOIC TERMINATION VERSUS NON-ANECHOIC TERMINATION

In the "rst case studied, a very long exhaust tube (¸
d
"15.24 m) was used to simulate the

anechoic termination. The damping factors chosen for the mu%er and the exhaust line were
0)001 and 0)02, respectively, based on the experimental data. The normalized pulsating
pressure by both single-microphone (equations (7) or (9)) and two-microphone (equation
(16)) methods predicted from the theory were compared to the experimental data as shown
in Figure 2. The simulation agreed with the measurement satisfactorily except that some
measurement noise existed in the frequency ranges of 0}250 and 450}700 Hz. Both the
single-microphone and two-microphone methods generated almost the same result while an
anechoic termination was used. Note that the frequency range was picked on purpose such
that no mu%er resonance showed up in this frequency range, which may cause some
distortion in the comparison. Also, the spacing between the two microphones,
D"0)0254 m, was chosen such that no singularity would be encountered except 0 Hz [16].

In contrast, two cases with non-anechoic terminations were analyzed in the same way. If
a "nite length tube (¸

d
"1.09 m) with an open end (approximate output impedance Z"0

[11, 12, 18]) was utilized, a comparison of the predictions and measurements is illustrated in
Figure 3. The theory matched the experiment very satisfactorily. For both single- and
two-microphone measurement methods, the exhaust tube resonances came into play and



Figure 3. Comparison of normalized pulsating pressure from both theory and experiment for a discharge pipe
length ¸

d
"1)09 m with an open end. (*) One microphone method (theory); () ) )) Two microphone method

(theory); (} . }) One microphone method (experiment); (} }}) Two microphone method (experiment).
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seriously a!ected the measurement result, as reported in references [11, 12]. If the output
impedance was modi"ed by using a metal cap to close the end of the tube (rigid end
boundary condition), which demonstrated the extreme acoustic impedance change at the
testing stand or system due to di!erent operating conditions, the simulations and
experimental results were compared in Figure 4. The randomly picked output impedance in
the simulation was Z"1016 kg/m4 s, which was extremely large compared to the
impedance for anechoic termination, Z"oc/S

d
"1.34]108 kg/m4 s [17, 18]. Similarly,

the gas pulsation measurement for both methods would be seriously distorted, since the
termination was not anechoic. In addition, by comparing Figures 3 and 4, it was found that
the resonance frequencies induced from the exhaust tube would shift due to the change of
output impedance (boundary condition) in the testing stand.

In sum, both the one- and two-microphone measurements give the same results as long as
an appropriate anechoic termination is applied.

4.2. DIFFERENT EXHAUST PIPE CONDITIONS

The previous section has demonstrated that without proper anechoic termination
(boundary condition) in the exhaust pipe, di!erent results will be obtained by various
measurement schemes. In this section, the one-microphone method (equation (9)),
theoretical incident wave (equation (13)), and two-microphone method (equation (16))
measurements with a non-anechoic termination were compared to the case with an
anechoic termination (equation (7)) on a theoretical basis in order to demonstrate what
would be seen in the actual measurement where no anechoic termination is available.

4.2.1. Output impedances

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the above methods while the machinery was connected
to an open end (Z"0) "nite length exhaust tube to the case with an anechoic termination.
As expected, the incident wave predicted from theory (equation (13)) was exactly the same as



Figure 4. Comparison of normalized pulsating pressure from both theory and experiment for a discharge pipe
length ¸

d
"1)09 m with a closed end. (*) One microphone method (theory); () ) )) Two microphone method

(theory); (} ) } ) ) One microphone method (experiment); (} } }) Two microphone method (experiment).

Figure 5. Normalized pulsating pressure when the discharge line length is "nite (¸
d
"1)09 m) with an output

impedance Z"0. (*) Anechoic termination (baseline); (} } }) One microphone method; () ) )) Incident wave from
theory; (f) Two microphone method.
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the result of the two-microphone method (equation (16)) because the two-microphone
method was actually used to measure the incident wave. However, the one-microphone
method and the two-microphone method yielded di!erent results because one gave the
combination of the incident and re#ective waves while the other gave only the incident
wave. Both the single pressure measurement and the incident wave pressure results without



Figure 6. Normalized pulsating pressure when the discharge line length is "nite (¸
d
"1)09 m) with an output

impedance, which includes the end correction. (*) Anechoic termination (baseline); (} } }) One microphone
method; () ) )) Incident wave from theory; (f) Two microphone method.
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an anechoic termination were all di!erent from the pulsating pressure with an anechoic
termination.

Note that the simulation with a "nite length open end tube could be further improved by
using the end corrected output impedance (radiation impedance) reported in reference [20]

Z"

oc

S
d

[0)0625 ) (kd)2#j0)3kd]. (17)

The results, using this end correction, are shown in Figure 6. Since there was no large
di!erence between Figures 6 and 5, Z"0 was used for the open-end boundary condition
throughout this study.

The case with a closed-end "nite length tube was calculated and compared in Figure 7.
Similarly, both the single pressure measurement and incident wave pressure data were quite
di!erent from the result with an anechoic termination. If the output impedance of the
"nite-length tube was arti"cially assigned to be Z"oc/S

d
, a comparison is illustrated in

Figure 8. Both the single- and two-microphone methods gave identical answers to the case
with an anechoic termination condition. In fact, Z"oc/S

d
is the boundary condition of the

so-called anechoic termination. It was also interesting to see what would happen if the
output boundary condition is out of phase with the acoustic impedance for an anechoic
termination. Figure 9 shows the results of the computer simulation. The tube resonances
still came into play for this case. Note that the resonance frequencies were di!erent from
those cases with either open-end or closed-end exhaust tubes, i.e., di!erent output
impedances.

From the above illustration, it is very clear that the inconsistent measurements result
from the re#ection wave in the exhaust pipe, which is controlled by the boundary condition,
i.e., acoustic impedance of the piping outlet. The resonances of the exhaust pipe are excited
by the incident and re#ective waves bouncing back and forth inside the pipe and appear in
the measurement. Furthermore, the re#ective wave controlled by the boundary condition



Figure 7. Normalized pulsating pressure when the discharge line length is "nite (¸
d
"1)09 m) with an in"nite

output impedance. (*) Anechoic termination (baseline); (} } }) One microphone method; () ) )) Incident wave from
theory; (f) Two microphone method.

Figure 8. Normalized pulsating pressure when the discharge line length is "nite (¸
d
"1)09 m) with an output

impedance Z"oc/S
d
. (*) Anechoic termination (baseline); (} } }) One microphone method; () ) )) Incident wave

from theory; (f) Two microphone method.
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not only induces the resonances in the exhaust pipe but also changes the source impedance
and therefore the incident wave. Thus, even the incident wave measurement (two-
microphone method) cannot produce a consistent result when di!erent acoustic
terminations (boundary condition) are applied.



Figure 9. Normalized pulsating pressure when the discharge line length is "nite (¸
d
"1)09 m) with an output

impedance Z"joc/S
d
. (*) Anechoic termination (baseline); (} } }) One microphone method; () ) )) Incident wave

from theory; (f) Two microphone method.

Figure 10. Normalized pulsating pressure when the discharge line length is ¸
d
"3m with an output impedance

Z"0. (*) Anechoic termination (baseline); (} } }) One microphone method; () ) )) Incident wave from theory; (f)
Two microphone method.
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4.2.2. Exhaust pipe length e+ect

It has been shown that di!erent output impedances (boundary conditions) would not
improve the measurement except in the arti"cial anechoic termination case, and the
inconsistent measurement came from the re#ection wave. Therefore, the only way to obtain
consistent measurement results was to reduce or eliminate the re#ection wave by increasing
either the exhaust tube length or damping. Figure 10 shows the results of simulation by



Figure 11. Normalized pulsating pressure when the discharge line length is ¸
d
"100 m with an output

impedance Z"0. (*) Anechoic termination (baseline); (} } }) One microphone method; () ) )) Incident wave from
theory; (f) Two microphone method.
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increasing the tube length to 3 m. The tube resonances are still found to exist in the
measurement while the magnitudes were attenuated by the dissipation. Note that the tube
resonance frequencies changed due to di!erent tube lengths. If the tube length was further
increased to 100 m, which was much closer to an anechoic termination condition, both
single microphone and incident wave measurements were the same as in the case with an
anechoic termination as illustrated in Figure 11. Therefore, a long exhaust tube can achieve
near anechoic termination condition and give consistent gas pulsation measurement
irrespective of using the one- or two-microphone method. Unfortunately, a very long pipe is
not very practical in most industrial applications since the length is limited by the
laboratory environment.

4.2.3. Damping factor e+ect

Damping materials have long been used to dissipate the acoustic wave in noise control
applications. By adding the absorption materials to the exhaust line, the gas pulsation from
the machinery can be e!ectively reduced. However, the application is limited in the
machinery industry because the absorption materials may soak up liquid, lubrication oil, or
debris, which occasionally travel along with the operating medium, and cause a clog in the
piping line. If the above-mentioned problems can be overcome, this may be a natural
solution for standardizing the measurement method. Therefore, the impact of damping in
the exhaust line is discussed in this section for completeness. Again, Figure 12 shows
a comparison of various measurement methods while the damping factor in the exhaust
tube was increased from 0)02 to 0)05. The magnitudes of the pipe resonances occurred in the
measurements were reduced due to the larger dissipation while the resonance frequencies
remained the same. It is obvious that the variation between di!erent methods was
minimized. If the damping factor in the exhaust pipeline was further increased to 0)2 as
illustrated in Figure 13, both one-microphone and two-microphone methods yielded almost
the same results as the case with an anechoic termination.



Figure 12. Normalized pulsating pressure when the discharge line damping is m
d
"0)05 with a discharge line

length ¸
d
"1)09 m and an output impedance Z"0. (*) Anechoic termination (baseline); (} }}) One microphone

method; () ) )) Incident wave from theory; (f) Two microphone method.

Figure 13. Normalized pulsating pressure when the discharge line damping is m
d
"0)2 with a discharge line

length ¸
d
"1)09 m and an output impedance Z"0. (*) Anechoic termination (baseline); (} }}) One microphone

method; () ) )) Incident wave from theory; (f) Two microphone method.
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With su$cient damping, consistent measurement in the exhaust line can be achieved
provided that the practical application can be implemented.

4.3. PEAK-TO-PEAK PRESSURE

In the refrigeration compressor industry, peak-to-peak magnitude is the standard
measure for the gas pulsation [2]. It was then interesting to see what pulsating pressure in
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the practical applications would be measured based on the single pressure method if the
anechoic termination is not available. The procedure reported in references [17, 19] for the
analysis of compressor discharge gas pulsation was followed in this investigation. Assume
that the time series of the input volume #ow rate from the valve or port of the machine is
known. Since the volume #ow rate is periodic for cyclic machine, it can be represented as

q
1
(t)"

N~1
+
n/0

c
n
e+nut , (18)

where N is the total number of data sampling points and u is the machine running
frequency. The Fourier coe$cients are
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(kDt) e~+2nkn@N, (19)

where Dt is the sampling time and n"0, 1,2, N!1. The pressure response at the exit of
the mu%er subjected to the input volume velocity can be calculated by multiplying the
volume #ow rate by the transfer function in the frequency domain:
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Finally, the pulsating pressure in the time domain can be obtained by an inverse Fourier
transformation:

p
2
(kDt)"

N~1
+
n/0

P
2
(nu)e+2nkn@N, (21)

where k"0, 1, 2,2, N!1.
In the following simulation, the medium used was refrigerant with gas properties

o"71)25 kg/m3 and c"181)26 m/s, which are typical for the discharge gas pulsation from
a refrigeration compressor. Two arti"cial input volume velocities, case (a): squared wave
and case (b): saw-toothed wave, as shown in Figure 14, were used to represent two di!erent
machines. These two volume #ow rate assumptions are commonly used for refrigeration
compressor simulation [18]. The transfer function of the mu%er, which stands for the whole
machine internal exhaust system in reality, can be calculated from equations (6) and (9) for
both anechoic and non-anechoic termination cases respectively. The transfer function of
this speci"c mu%er example in the frequency domain with a discharge pipe length of 1 m
was compared to that of an anechoic termination case as shown in Figure 15. Note that the
damping factor in the discharge line here was 0)002 instead of 0)02 in order to exaggerate the
e!ect of the non-anechoic termination. In the real application, the damping ratio has to be
determined from experiment. An open-end assumption was used for this 1 m pipe. The
pulsating pressures in the time domain as illustrated in Figure 16 were then obtained from
equations (20) and (21) for both squared wave and saw-toothed wave inputs. Comparing to
the baseline cases with an anechoic termination, the shapes of the output acoustic waves for
both input waveforms in the time domain were distorted when the non-anechoic
termination was applied. The peak-to-peak magnitudes of the baselined output gas
pulsation for both cases (a) and (b) with the anechoic termination were 1)4]104 and
1)9]104 Pa respectively. However, the pulsating pressures with the 1 m long open-end
exhaust tube were only 1)3]104 and 1)5]104 Pa, which were both smaller than the
baselines due to the e!ect of the re#ective waves.



Figure 14. Two di!erent input #ow rates used for compressor discharge pulsating pressure parametric study.
(a) Squared wave; (b) Saw-toothed wave.
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If the tube length was increased to 1)8 m, the pulsating pressure for the squared wave
input was 1)4]104 Pa, which was very close to the baseline with an anechoic termination.
However, the waveform was di!erent from the baseline as shown in Figure 17 because the
transfer functions in the frequency domain for anechoic termination and non-anechoic
termination cases were di!erent. In addition, the pulsating pressure for the saw-toothed
wave input was 1)7]104 Pa, which was still di!erent from the baseline (anechoic
termination). This comparison demonstrates that even if the tube length may be tuned in
order to obtain an approximate peak-to-peak value, which is close to that of the anechoic
termination case, for a certain machine, it may not work the same way for another machine.



Figure 15. Transfer function of the mu%er connected to a "nite length pipe (¸
d
"1 m) compared to that of

having an anechoic termination. (*) Anechoic termination; (} } }) Non-anechoic termination.
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Figure 18 shows the simulation results while the tube length was 2 m long. The
peak-to-peak output pressure for the squared wave input was 2)6]104 Pa, while the output
pressure magnitude for the saw-toothed wave input volume velocity was 1)8]104 Pa. It
demonstrates that the peak-to-peak value of the output pulsating wave from machinery
may not be always bigger or smaller than the baseline value (with an anechoic termination).
It is essentially system dependent and could move either way depending on the combination
of incident and re#ective waves. The computer simulation results of cases with various
discharge tube lengths are listed in Table 1 for reference.

Similarly, the cases of a 1 m discharge tube with closed end were simulated and the
peak-to-peak gas pulsation magnitudes, as shown in Figure 19 for both volume velocity
inputs, were 2)0]104 and 2)5]104 Pa, which were both larger than the baseline values and
those of the open-end cases with the same length pipe. This means that while the output
impedance varies with the operating conditions in the testing stand, the magnitude of the
output gas pulsation also changes even though the input volume velocity directly from the
machine still remains the same. If an arti"cial anechoic termination impedance can be
applied to the testing stand or adjacent system, the output gas pulsation from the machinery
will be the same as the baselines as illustrated in Figure 20. Di!erent output impedances
were used for simulation and the peak-to-peak gas pulsation results are summarized in
Table 2 for reference.

Finally, the peak-to-peak pressure values versus the lengths of the discharge tubing were
investigated, even though the tuning of tube length has been discussed earlier. The
simulated results for di!erent tube lengths with an open-end termination were compared in
Figure 21. It shows that the peak-to-peak magnitude of the gas pulsation is very sensitive to
the tube length such that an optimization is essentially impractical. Various output
impedances were used for simulation in the same way. In this comparison, two di!erent pipe
lengths were used and the results are illustrated in Figures 22 and 23. It would appear that
the peak-to-peak gas pulsation measurement is not so sensitive to the output impedance as
to the tube length. However, it is still machine dependent.



Figure 16. Compressor discharge pulsating pressure excited by (a) Squared wave input and (b) Saw-toothed
wave input with ¸

d
"1 m and Z"0. (*) Anechoic termination; (} } }) Non-Anechoic termination.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The gas pulsation measurement in practical applications with and without an anechoic
termination was thoroughly studied through a simpli"ed model. This model comprised
a circular expansion mu%er, which represented the internal gas management system inside
a real machine from the valve or port to the exit of the machine gas path, and a tube, which
represented the exhaust line and termination acoustic impedance (or boundary condition)
in the adjacent system or testing facility. The oscillating piston at the entrance of the mu%er
simulated the volume #ow rate from the valve or port of a positive displacement machine.
The normalized acoustic pressure was then predicted or measured by either the single-
microphone or the so-called two-microphone method.



Figure 17. Compressor discharge pulsating pressure excited by (a) squared wave input and (b) saw-toothed
wave input with ¸

d
"1)8 m and Z"0. (*) Anechoic termination; (} }}) Non-anechoic termination.
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The results of this investigation are summarized as follows:

f The conclusions reported in references [11, 12] regarding the anechoic termination
a!ecting the acoustic manifold modelling were proven by both theory and experiment.
Without an anechoic termination, the resonances of the exhaust tube show up in the
pulsating pressure spectrum. Besides, the acoustic pressure spectrum would also vary with
the acoustic impedance in the connecting system or testing stand. Similar to the structural
vibrations, these acoustic resonances are due to re#ections at boundaries. In the absence of
such boundaries, there are no resonances (in"nite media have no modes) [21].



Figure 18. Compressor discharge pulsating pressure excited by (a) Squared wave input and (b) Saw-toothed
wave input with ¸

d
"2 m and Z"0. (*) Anechoic termination; (} } }) Non-anechoic termination.
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f Without an anechoic termination, a single microphone or pressure transducer method
cannot provide a consistent measurement in a practical environment, nor can the two-
microphone method, which separates the incident and re#ective waves. Both the total
pulsating pressure and the incident pressure exhausted from a "xed volume machine are
a!ected by the non-anechoic termination. As a matter of fact, the source impedance for
a "xed volume machine is also in#uenced by di!erent terminations in the exhaust piping
line. Since the four pole parameters of this analytical model are available, this can be easily
proven by the model.

f The three primary parameters in the exhaust line and adjacent apparatus are the pipe
length, termination acoustic impedance, and damping. The parametric study was



Figure 19. Compressor discharge pulsating pressure excited by (a) Squared wave input and (b) Saw-toothed
wave input with ¸

d
"1 m and Z P J. (*) Anechoic termination; (} } }) Non-anechoic termination.
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conducted to demonstrate the impact of di!erent parameters on the gas pulsation
measurement.

f Implementing arti"cial damping materials to the exhaust line is one way to obtain
consistent measurement without an anechoic termination. Even though a lot of
application problems as addressed in this article need to be resolved, there is still
possibility in the future.

f The peak-to-peak gas pulsation magnitude versus exhaust tube length and acoustic
impedance at the termination (boundary) was investigated. The peak-to-peak value is



Figure 20. Compressor discharge pulsating pressure excited by (a) Squared wave input and (b) Saw-toothed
wave input with ¸

d
"1 m and Z"oc/S

d
, (*) Anechoic termination; (} } }) Non-anechoic termination.
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sensitive to either the tube length or termination impedance such that an e!ort to
optimize the exhaust piping length is impractical.

In sum, this step-by-step study has helped the physical understanding of the gas
pulsation measurement in practical applications. It is di$cult to make a consistent
measurement without an anechoic termination boundary condition in the exhaust line
due to the re#ection wave. The anechoic termination can only be achieved by the
dissipation of the wave propagation in the exhaust line. Both one- and two-microphone



TABLE 1

Peak-to-peak pulsating pressure (Pa) versus discharge line length (output impedance Z"0)

Discharge line length (m) Squared wave input Saw-toothed wave input

0)6 4)3E#04 7)2E#04
0)9 4)0E#04 5)9E#04
1)0 1)3E#04 1)5E#04
1)2 1)8E#04 2)3E#04
1)5 1)1E#04 1)1E#04
1)8 1)4E#04 1)7E#04
2)0 2)6E#04 1)8E#04
3)0 2)1E#04 2)7E#04
5)0 3)9E#04 5)9E#04

10)0 1)2E#04 1)5E#04
Anechoic termination 1)4E#04 1)9E#04

Figure 21. Peak-to-peak pulsating pressure excited by squared wave input and saw-toothed wave input versus
discharge line lengths (Z"0). (}j}) Squared wave input; (} ) } )) Squared wave input with an anechoic termination
(baseline); (}]}) Saw-toothed wave input; () ) )) Saw-toothed wave input with an anechoic termination (baseline).
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measurement methods cannot serve as a standard measurement scheme without an
anechoic termination.
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Figure 22. Peak-to-peak pulsating pressure excited by squared wave input and saw-toothed wave input with
¸
d
"2 m versus output impedances: (}j}) Squared wave input; (} ) } ) ) Squared wave input with an anechoic

termination (baseline); (}]}) Saw-toothed wave input; () ) )) Saw-toothed wave input with an anechoic termination
(baseline).

Figure 23. Peak-to-peak pulsating pressure excited by squared wave input and saw-toothed wave input with
¸
d
"1)8 m versus output impedances: (}j}) Squared wave input; (} ) } )) Squared wave input with an anechoic

termination (baseline); (}]}) Saw-toothed wave input; () ) )) Saw-toothed wave input with an anechoic termination
(baseline).
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TABLE 2

Peak-to-peak pulsating pressure (Pa) versus output impedance (discharge line length ¸"2 m)

Output impd (kg/m4 s) Squared wave input Saw-toothed wave input

0 2)6E#04 1)8E#04
1)00E#02 2)6E#04 1)8E#04
1)00E#04 2)6E#04 1)8E#04
1)00E#06 2)6E#04 1)8E#04
1)00E#08 1)6E#04 1)8E#04
1)34E#08 1)4E#04 1)9E#04
2)00E#08 1)6E#04 2)0E#04
1)00E#09 1)9E#04 2)4E#04
1)00E#10 2)0E#04 2)5E#04
1)00E#12 2)0E#04 2)5E#04
1)00E#14 2)0E#04 2)5E#04
1)00E#16 2)0E#04 2)5E#04
Anechoic termination 1)4E#04 1)9E#04
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